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Showcase your
mobile subscriptions
right on consumers’ 
smartphones and make 
them choose you!

SIMTricks



DISCOVER SIMTricks

SIMTricks is an Android app that 
collects actual usage data from the 
smartphone, identifies matching 
product combinations from your 
portfolio and calls to action at the 
right moment and in the right 
context.

EXTEND SELF-SERVICE
AND PAVE THE WAY 
FOR CONVERSIONS

Use SIMTricks as a self-service extension to 
acquire new customers. Facilitate the users’ 
decision and avoid troublesome estimations 
on their part. Propose them offers that match 
their mobile usage best through the  
SIMTricks app installed on their smartphone 
and available 24/7/365.

GO TO MARKET AS EASY
AS ONE TWO THREE

Specify the look and feel of the app, decide on the tariffs you want to 
showcase and include SIMTricks in your next marketing campaign. 
SIMTricks is 100% cloud based managed service and no integration with 
your internal systems is required.

SIMTricks

Display your Logo

Present the description
of the offer

Provide a clear
description of the 
monthly costs

Your brand or the name
you will choose for the
application will be here

Display your offer
matching user’s

mobile usage best

Propose to order
online or to request

a call with your agents



About Neurocom

Neurocom is an experienced IT software and services provider 
delivering mission-critical software solutions for the telecoms sector 
since 2006.

Our primary area of expertise is bill ing, pricing simulation and partner 
incentives management.

Contact us Now for a Presentation and Demo

Your next engagement is an opportunity to acquire new customers. 
Call us directly or drop us an email mentioning SIMTricks to receive a 
detailed presentation and arrange for a demo. 

www.neurocom.eu                                                           info@neurocom.eu
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